The project UID-2015 include series of International Investment Forums of the priority Ukrainian economy sectors in Kiev, regional conferences on investment attractiveness, press conferences and video programs. Events will be covered on the leading media platforms of the country and abroad. The project aim is to implement the economic part of the Association Agreement between Ukraine and the European Union. The official opening on May 22, 2015. Looking forward to cooperation with investors, business, government, public organizations, media and Ukrainians worldwide.
"Ukrainian Investment Dialog 2015" (UID-2015)

Today Ukrainian economy is on the way to economic renaissance. One of the key factors for its development already in 2015 should be increasing of the investment attractiveness of the country on international level. Achievement of the desired effect is possible only through radical reforms and consolidated efforts of active participants in business processes.

The first step towards building a strong and stable economy was made - Ukraine has changed the vector of foreign policy towards the European Union. Ukrainian factories and businesses have fantastic potential to increase product quality and productivity. Therefore, investments in ukrainian economy today - is a guarantee of leadership position and profits tomorrow.

"Ukrainian Investment Dialog 2015" will be the first high-level communication platform which through the live dialog between the government, national and foreign investors, businesses, non-profit organizations, international experts and ukrainian diaspora, contribute to solving the most pressing problems in implementing of the necessary reforms to create an attractive environment for investment in Ukraine.

Official support: European Congress of Ukrainians.

Organizers: «Business Gathering» - company which organize thematic forums, congresses, conferences, exhibitions and promotional campaigns in segments b2b and b2c and World Congress of Ukrainian Youth Organizations (SKUMO).


Participants: Representatives of the highest authorities of Ukraine, representatives of investment funds and private investors, managers of leading companies from the priority areas of the economy, the leaders of business associations.

Follow the latest news about the project on Facebook:

www.facebook.com/UIDproject
"Ukrainian Investment Dialogue" involves government, business, investors and Ukrainian diaspora into constructive discussion to join efforts to revive the Ukrainian economy despite the crisis.

Events and activities:

- **UID-2015 TV Program in partnership with "Dukascopy TV"**
  Television program of "Business Gathering" and Swiss financial channel "Dukascopy TV" held every first Tuesday of the month with interviews of investment companies representatives, business, government and economic experts on the state and prospects of investment in the Ukrainian economy.

- **Press conferences Ukrainian Investment Dialog**
  Within the project carrying out a series of press conferences on investment issues and possible ways of reviving Ukrainian economy in partnership with the news agency "UNIAN". In discussions involving experts from Ukraine and abroad, members of the organizing committee UID-2015 and the project partners.

- **Round tables and regional investment conferences**
  In regions of Ukraine it is planned a series of conferences "Attracting investment in key sectors of the region" with the support of Regional State Administrations and Regional Councils, regional representatives of the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC Ukraine) and the Chamber of Commerce and Industry in Ukraine.

- **Meetings with businesses, investors and experts**
  Memorandums on cooperation, information exchange, international business cooperation and foreign investments, concluded with Ukrainian-Hungarian business club in Budapest, Ukrainian business club in Prague, French-Ukrainian Business Club in Strasbourg and Ukrainian-Spanish Chamber of Commerce.

- **International Investment forums UID-2015 in Kiev**
  Forums UID-2015 on priority sectors of the Ukrainian economy (financial sector, energy, agriculture, construction, trade and retail, IT) will join the conference, b2b exhibition, presentations of investment projects and networking-area for business meetings. The first forum will be held on May 22, 2015.

The project is apolitical and not subsidized by the state budget of Ukraine
Purpose and objectives

The project "Ukrainian Investment Dialogue" goal is to establish an effective dialogue between business, government, investors and public organizations through a series of business events and information programs for installation in Ukraine European business practices, facilitating environment for investment in the Ukrainian economy and promote international business-cooperation.

Project objectives:

- Promotion and lobbying and of Ukrainian businesses and investors interests on the international arena, with the assistance of Ukrainian diaspora, European Congress of Ukrainians and leading media platforms
- Promotion of European doing business standards, transparent and fair rules in the business environment, coalition initiatives and advocacy campaigns as the key way to solve business problems
- Improving and simplifying regulatory base in Ukraine in order to improve the business climate, attract foreign investments and create conditions for small and medium businesses
- Attracting professional community to adapt Ukrainian legislation to EU requirements and implementing economic reforms for the implementation of the Association Agreement between Ukraine and the EU
- Preparation and dissemination of practical recommendations for Ukrainian businesses and business associations about possible ways to attract funding for the prospective projects development

Business clubs and Chambers of Commerce in Europe, partners of UID-2015:

About partnership, participation in project activities and implementation of joint initiatives apply to address of the organizing committee "UID-2015": info@uid-2015.com

Director of Communications “UID-2015”:
Hanna Krysiuk, +380 (97) 318 34 79, a.krisyuk@uid-2015.com

Coordinator of relations with partners, speakers and contractors “UID-2015”:
Sergey Gucal, +380 (93) 757 34 35 s.gucal@uid-2015.com